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This month’s FlyBy rolled out a little late,
which is regrettable. Unfortunately I was
in a Sydney hospital for an overnight stay
that turned into three weeks – courtesy of
a Health System under considerable
strain.

Like every cloud, this one had a silver
lining. It reaffirmed in spades just what a
wonderful country we live in: my
treatment was world class and delivered
by a whole range of people who were
universally efficient, professional and
caring. My nurses in particular were an
astonishing group who invariably put the
welfare of others above everything else.
With a lot of time on my hands I observed
what they did around the Wards and was,
to put it mildly, constantly impressed. Let
us never forget just how blessed we are
to live in such a place.

This month’s FlyBy brings a new concept
– a “Heritage Data Sheet”. These are hi-
resolution A3 size pages, each of which
will bring a piece of history not only to our
website but also through the pages of this
magazine. They can also be downloaded
to your hard drive should you wish to do
so.

The first one, presented from page 22,
tells the story of how, in the vacuum of
the scrapping of Melbourne, the FAA had
to rediscover itself to become a small-
ship Flight centric. It was in the nick of
time too, as within a very few years the
Gulf War would take the product of that
effort to the far side of the world where
new pages of our history were written.

This month marks the
58th anniversary of the
Melbourne/Voyager
disaster that cost us
so many lives, and we
mark the sombre
occasion with a
couple of articles
by aviators who
were involved.

FlyBy is
developing, I think, but I always need
more interaction. Letters to the Editor are
always well received and can be about
anything – an opinion, a memory or a
story, or a comment about something
you’ve read. Photos are especially
welcome so dust them off and get them to
me here. If you don’t have a photo then a
few paragraphs about anything will make
my day.

Finally, we have a new COMFAA.
CDRE David Frost took over the FAA’s
helm just before Christmas. We wish him
well, and hope to call upon him soon to
cement a mutually beneficial relationship.

COVER PHOTO

An AS350BA
SQUIRREL lands on
the flight deck of HMAS
Tobruk before the ship
sails from Fleet Base
East in Sydney.HMAS
Tobruk carried AusAid

Stores and equipment being sent to Tonga and Samoa for
Operation Samoa Assist.

This Flight was typical of the work the Squirrel did aboard
small ships’decks in the RAN, providing not only a vital air
asset to the ship, but also building a body of knowledge for
when more complex aircraft were introduced to the Fleet.
(Defence image).
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FlyBy Magazine’s

Miss February

Readers familiar with the British tabloids of the 70s and 80s will remember the “Page 3 Girl” in the more lurid 
publications of the day like the News of the World and The Sun. The RAN’s own Navy News adopted 
a similar habit for a while, as did the very early editions of Slipstream, although they didn’t always 
appear on page 3.
February brings us St. Valentines Day and we thought, despite this Century’s pandemic of Political 
Correctness, that bringing back a Page 3 Girl would be good for morale as we struggle with Omicron. So here 
she is to tittilate your senses - Candy, age 22, who first appeared on the Radiolgist’s Calendar and whose 
image has taken that world by storm. She’s got great bone structure and, we suspect, very flexible joints. ♣
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Mental Health Conditions
Current and former full-time members of the
Australian Defence Force are eligible for free
medical treatment for Mental Health Care
conditions at DVA expense. Entitlement is not
dependant on, nor requires proof of, being
caused as a result of military service, and will be
accepted by DVA as a non-service related
condition.
Reservist members with at least one day
Continuous Full Time Service (CFTS) with the
Australian Defence Force are also eligible under
the Non Liability Health Care provisions.
Reservists without continuous full-time service
may still be eligible if they have either: Disaster
Relief Service, Border Protection Service and
involvement in a serious service-related training
accident.

Cancer and Tuberculosis Conditions
Current and former full time members of the
Australian Defence Force who have rendered a
specified type of service are eligible for free
treatment for cancer and tuberculosis conditions
at DVA expense. Entitlement is not dependant on
or requires proof of being caused as a result of
military service, and will be accepted by DVA as
a non-service related condition.

Veteran Health Card Holders
Veteran Gold Card holders are automatically
covered for free treatment of mental health care,
cancer and tuberculosis medical conditions
under the Non Liability Health Care provisions.
Veteran White Card holders will need to apply to

By Jim Bush

have the free treatment entitlement for mental
health care, cancer and tuberculosis accepted
and added to their White Card treatment
entitlements.
Any questions and further advice on entitlements
regarding free medical treatment under the Non
Liability Health Care provisions may be obtained
from DVA by calling the veteran line 1800 838
372.
The eligibility criteria and other information
regarding entitlements for free medical treatment
for mental health conditions, and the specific
service type for freemedical treatment for Cancer
& Tuberculosis Conditions are set out in the
‘Cover for mental health care,’ and the ‘Cover for
cancer and pulmonary tuberculosis,’ and may be
read here.
The requirement not to have to prove the
condition was service related in these matters is
a very welcome concession and, if you suffer
from any of them, you are well advised to call
DVA to arrange for the cover.

Non-Liability Health Care
(NLHC)

In some circumstances DVA may pay for a
veteran’s treatment for all mental health

and certain physical conditions without the
need to prove it was caused by their ADF
service. We call this Non Liability Health

Care.
Jim Bush briefly explains.

ERRATUM
The cover of last month’s edition
featured four Sea Venoms in for‐
mation, which we incorrectly cap‐
tioned as “The Ramjets of 725
Squadron”. Phil Thompson was
the first to correctly identify them
as the “Checkmates” of 805
Squadron, or perhaps just four
venoms from that Squadron enjoy‐
ing a flight over Subic Bay in
1958. ♣

Douglas Purvis
The family of Doug Purvis are collating a
book about his life and are keen to collect
stories, anecdotes or photos from people
who knew him.
If you can help, please mail them to 11
Baudin Avenue Shell Cove 2529 or email
Julia here.

Tony Drover
We are trying to find out the whereabouts/
contact details for Tony Drover, ex-FAA
aircrew. Last unsubstantiated rumour was
that he was flying in Canada. Can anyone
help? Email details here.

https://www.dva.gov.au/providers/health-programs-and-services-our-clients/non-liability-health-care-nlhc
mailto:dp54@tpg.com.au
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Anyone who had anything to do with the
construction industry in Townsville in the
early 80s would have known Herb O’Dwyer.

As the Manager of the local Search and Rescue
outfit I wasn’t in that category, so when he called
in the December of ‘84 I hadn’t yet had the plea-
sure of meeting him.

It seemed he had heard of me, however, as he got
right to the point. “If I wanted your helicopter to
help me build something,” he asked, “how much
would it cost?”

“We don’t do commercial charter work, Mr
O’Dwyer,” I answered. “We only respond to Gov-
ernment agencies involved in disaster manage-
ment or relief.”

This didn’t deter him at all, and he launched into a
description of what the job would entail. Appar-
ently he’d just won a contract from AMSA to con-
struct a new lighthouse on White Rock, about
50nm north of Townsville, and needed some ma-
terials airlifted in.

Normally I’d have dismissed the idea, but it had
been very quiet in Townsville for a few months and
we were struggling to keep our flying skills current.
I convinced John Friedrich, my boss, that a
few hours of sling loading would be helpful,
particularly if we were being paid, and so we
arranged to sub-contract through one of
the local aviation businesses in town.
Shortly after that I met with Herb to do
some detailed planning.

He was a likeable fellow with a soft
Irish accent and the gift of the gab.
Over the course of an hour
he explained his plan – to
use explosives to demol-
ish the old structure,
and then float a ce-
ment mixer truck to
the Rock on a barge.
It would mix the
concrete on-site,

The
Rock

or
How I Got A Bit Older & Wiser With The Help Of A Nutter

Words and pictures by Marcus Peake

and we’d lift it the last few metres from the barge to
the formwork.

The following day I flew out to White Rock to have
a look. It was about a mile to the east of Palm Is-
land, an Aboriginal settlement, and was little more
than a pinnacle of rock jutting out of the sea, upon
which perched the old lighthouse. As a site it of-
fered several advantages: there were no obstruc-
tions other than the rock itself; noise and down-
wash would not be an issue and, if we had a prob-
lem, the little airstrip on Palm Island was only a few
minutes away. Our task seemed straightforward,
and so I drew up a contact on behalf of the com-
pany.

Herb had hired one of his fellow countrymen to
demolish the old structure. I didn’t
know it at the time, but he
turned out to be a
man of great
thoroughness.
He also in-
sisted on an
‘old type’ fuse,
presumably ig-
nited with a
lighter or
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box of matches, rather than a new-fangled timing
device which he didn’t trust.

A burning fuse necessitated a quick get-away, how-
ever, which would have been a problem on foot as
it involved a steep and difficult climb down to a boat,
followed by lengthy pause to reach a safe distance.
All this was, according to him, outside the tolerance
of the fuses available, so he asked if we could airlift
him off once the fuse was lit.

Having established certain safety factors we
agreed, and flew to the site arriving just before the
appointed time. The support craft was already
steaming at speed to a distant safe-haven, and the
Bomber was on the Rock, waiting. Having given a
thumbs-up he disappeared into the bowels of the
old lighthouse as we waited to winch him rapidly to
safety.

There’s nothing like a lit fuse to give a sense of ur-
gency, as he reappeared at great speed. It certainly
worked on us too, as having pulled him aboard we
also high-tailed it out of the immediate blast zone as
fast as we could. I set up an orbit about a mile dis-
tant at what I thought was a safe altitude, leaning
back on memories of distant days when I’d done a
bit of Naval Gunfire Spotting for HMS Tiger.

For a minute or three nothing happened. I won-
dered if the fuse had gone out, or perhaps the det-
onator thingy at the end of it had malfunctioned. I
found myself thinking what we would do if he asked
to be taken back down again with another box of
matches. I recalled movies about old wartime
bombs resting patiently, waiting for the first tentative
steps of approaching victims before they deto-
nated. This wasn’t a bomb, per se, but it was cer-
tainly an improvised explosive device, and put to-
gether by a man of unknown credentials.

Going back to check the fuse wasn’t, I decided, a
good option. He could do that from the boat while I
drank a Gin and Tonic in Townsville.

My thoughts were interrupted by a brilliant flash, fol-
lowed a second or two later by the thud of an explo-
sion. The top of White Rock was suddenly con-
sumed by a cloud of smoke and debris, though
which a large chunk of solid material soared up-
wards. It rose like a rocket with no apparent regard
for the surly bonds of gravity. Our eyes followed its
trajectory until it was level, and then soared above
us as it headed for the stratosphere; and I was in-
stantly struck by the awful realisation that if some-
thing that big was destined for outer space, how
many other pieces were also speeding towards us
with equal velocity - and where the devil were they?

Later, the captain of the boat told us that he could
see splashes of debris falling well outside our
safety arc, but by then we were at Vne, hell bent on
reaching somewhere safe…like Melbourne.¹

Once our heartbeats had returned to normal we loi-

tered for a while until it was clear that what had
gone up had well and truly come down - or was
locked into orbit. By then the light north-easterly
had cleared the smoke and dust from ground zero,
and so we hovered near the rock to take a closer
look.

The old lighthouse was gone. Not one single frag-
ment remained – not even the vast concrete plinth
on which it had rested, and on which the new one
was to be built. In fact, the top metre or so of White
Rock had gone too - blasted into minute particles of
dust or reduced to small fragments now resting at
the bottom of the Coral Sea. The devastation was
complete.

As we flew back to Townsville I remember asking
the explosives guy where he got his training. He
didn’t reply so I suspect it was with the Irish Repub-
lican Army.

A week or so later I was telling the story to a friend
from Townsville, and I mentioned the name of our
contractor.

“You’re working with Herb O’Dwyer?” he chuckled.
“Really?”

“You know him?”

“Everyone around here does,” he said, “he’s the
worst builder in the State of Queensland.”

“In what way?”

“Well, there was the time he got a contract to work
on the Control Tower at Mackay airfield,” he said.
“You know - one of those old steel ones on stilts,
with a stairway winding around the outside? Any-
way, it was long overdue for some maintenance and
Herb won the contract to sandblast all the rust off.
They shut the tower over a long weekend and he
went to work.”
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“It sounds simple enough.”

“You would think so. He hired a huge commercial
sandblasting machine and worked his way down
from the top. Did a good job on the rust too, except
when the air traffickers turned up on the Tuesday
they couldn’t see out as he’d sandblasted all the
windows too. It cost the Department a fortune to
replace them.” He laughed at the thought of the
the hapless air traffic controllers in IMC, like the pi-
lots they often directed.² “And then there was the
business of the building at Laverack Barracks.”

“What was that?” I had a sinking feeling in the pit of
my stomach. This was a guy we had a contract
with.

“There were a row of identical huts allocated to a
Battalion and one had burned down, so Army hired
him to build a new one. Apparently he was the
cheapest quote.”

“What could possibly go wrong with that?”

“Well, nothing, really, other than it ended up arse-
about-face. The common view is that Herb was
holding the plans upside-down when he built it.” He
saw my expression. “Cheer up! All you have to do
is a bit of sling-loading for him. If you were the con-
tracts officer for the Maritime Safety Authority you’d
be really worried.”

A month or so later we were back at White Rock,
lifting hoppers of cement from the barge to the tim-
ber formwork above. All went well until we were
about a metre from the top, when the mix abruptly
ran out. It seemed that Herb had calculated the re-
quired volume from the original plans, forgetting
that the modified structure had been made taller to
compensate for the bit he’d blasted into atoms.

So we came home and that was the last we saw of
him, or any of his money for that matter. I heard

About the Author
Marcus Peake was born in Kenya and enjoyed a
frivolous and idle childhood there before joining the
Royal Navy in 1969 for a lack of any other ideas.
Against the strident predictions of his various Flight
instructors he qualified as a helicopter pilot and flew
Sea Kings, Wessex and Gazelles before the
Pommy weather drove him and his family to sunnier
climes.
After serving a spell in HC723 Squadron he left the
Navy and had fun working for the National Safety
Council of Australia as their Chief Pilot. He saw the
writing on the wall before that Company’s massive
collapse, however, and rejoined the Navy to serve
in a number of appointments before discharging
again in 2004.
He then established a successful HR consulting
firm for some years but a life of retirement on the
south coast of NSW beckoned. He now lives in
Kiama with his wife Carol, who spends all their
money on their two sons and two granddaughters,
as you do.♣
He is the FAAAA webmaster and Editor of “FlyBy”
magazine, and is ecstatic at recently securing a
500% pay rise for the execution of those duties. ♣

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Send your
suggestions here.

later that AMSA cancelled his contract because the
integrity of his construction failed to pass muster,
but whether the project was ever finished by some-
one else I don’t know. White Rock has since been
renamed Albino Rock and it is certainly not listed
on today’s manifest of North Queensland light-
houses.

As for me? Well, I learned that day not to trust IRA
bombers, lit fuses or dodgy Irish builders. It is a
lesson that’s stood me in good stead to this very
day.

Names have been changed in this story to protect
the not-so-innocent.

¹ Vne = “Velocity Never Exceed” limit imposed by
the aircraft manufacturer.

² IMC = Instrument Meteorological Conditions. ♣

REST IN PEACE
Since the last edition of
FlyBy we have been advised
that the following people
have Crossed the Bar:
Leon Dobson, Douglas Purvis
You can find further details by clicking on the
image of the candle.

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
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Last month we asked where HMAS Melbourne was and why her forward
Flight Deck was virtually empty and her guns pointed fore and aft?

Paul Norris kindly
forwarded the photo, which
we doctored to remove the
desert in the background. A
look at the full photos on
this page reveals that the
Big M was transiting the
Suez Canal in 1977,
enroute to the UK for the
Silver Jubilee Spithead
Review, or, as one wag put
it, ‘she was off to London to
see the Queen’.
Paul writes: “The photos
were taken by an Australian
member of the UNEF 11
team stationed at Ismailia. I
am pretty certain I would
have been one of the
shirtless brigade on the flight
deck as I recall seeing the
UNEF team standing on the
bank.
You will note that the only
items parked forward of the
bridge are some tow motors,
as we weren’t allowed to
have anything ‘threatening’
up forward and all guns on
the ships (Melbourne,
Brisbane and Canterbury)
had to be facing fore and aft
so as not to upset the
Egyptians.”♣
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♣

How Good Is My RAT?
htpps://www.tga.gov.au/covid-19-rapid-antigen-self-tests-are-approved-australia

From the site above, it details which tests have been approved (31 December 2021) and the
effectiveness of finding out if you have the virus. Unfortunately, not all test kits are equal in
effectiveness.
So depending on which one you end up getting, this web site shows you how effective the
test kits are in detecting the virus. The Inno screen test kit is the only one made in Australia
(10 in China, 2 in USA, 1 in Germany, 1 in Korea).

From the most effective to the least:

Brand Type Clinical Sensitivity
All Test SARS-CoV-2 Antigen Rapid Test Nasal Swab Very High Sensitivity
LYHER Novel Coronavirus Antigen Test Kit Nasal Swab Very High Sensitivity
On-Site Covid-19 Ag Self Test Oral Fluid Very High Sensitivity
Panbio Covid-19 Antigen Self-Test Nasal Swab Very High Sensitivity
V-Check COVID-19 Antigen Saliva Test Saliva Very High Sensitivity

All Test COVID-19 Antigen Rapid Test Oral Fluid High Sensitivity
My Covid Test Antigen Rapid Test Oral Fluid High Sensitivity
Orawell COVID-19 Ag Rapid Saliva test device Saliva High Sensitivity
RightSign COVID-19 Antigen Rapid Test Cassette Nasal Swab High Sensitivity
TESTSEALABS COVID-19 Antigen Test Cassette Nasal Swab High Sensitivity
Hough COVID-19 Home Test Nasal Swab High Sensitivity

SARS-CoV-2 Antigen Self Test Nasal Nasal Swab Acceptable Sensitivity
CareStart COVID-19 Antigen Home Test Nasal swab Acceptable Sensitivity
Ecotest COVID-19 Antigen Saliva test kit Saliva Acceptable Sensitivity
InnoScreen COVID-19 Antigen Rapid Test Device Nasal Swab Acceptable Sensitivity

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
htpps://www.tga.gov.au/covid-19-rapid-antigen-self-tests-are-approved-australia%C2%A0%C2%A0
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At the time of the accident CDRE ‘Toz’ Dadswell,
then the Commanding Officer of 816 Squadron
operating Fairey Gannet twin-engine ASW
aircraft, was overhead HMAS Melbourne
preparing for deck landing practice. The
following article was written by him in 1998 and
appeared in Touchdown magazine.
We also include a brief article from Max
Speedy, who gives a shore-based perspective.

In February 1964 I was Commanding Officer, 816
Squadron. A very short work-up with Melbourne was
planned, but as the majority of the squadron pilots
were 'old hands' I wasn't too worried. The work-up
commenced on Friday' 7th and it was intended that
the
squadrons would embark on Wednesday l2th. The
only pilot who didn't have deck landing experience
was LEUT David Farthing, so I took David out to the
ship in the observer's seat on Friday 7th to give him a
look at the deck and to experience an arrested land‐
ing. On Saturday 8th the squadron did daytime ar‐
rested landings and catapult shots. There were no

problems. Sunday was a day of rest and we started
again on Monday 10th with more day arrests and
cats. At times we would taxi forward into the parking
area and shut down so that the flight deck crew could
practice their drills of moving aircraft around the deck.
Night touch-and-goes (T & G) were planned for the
night of the 11th. The program was:

• Serial 1 2000-2030 3 Gannets T&G.
• Serial 2 2030-2100 2 Sea Venoms T&G
• Serial 3 2l00-2130 2 Gannets T&G
• Serial 4 2l30-2200 2 Sea Venoms T&G
• Serial 5 2200-2230 2 Gannets T&G
It was usual for a pilot to complete at least six satisfac‐
tory T & Gs in a half-hour session. My senior pilot,
LEUTRayMorritt, led the first sortie of three Gannets.
They carried out a successful session although the
ship had trouble finding any surface wind. I spoke to
Ray on the aircraft line after he had landed and as I
was pre-flighting my aircraft for Serial 3. I clearly re‐
member him saying, 'They are having trouble finding
a wind and its bloody dark out there'. He was right on
both counts.
David Farthing was to fly the second aircraft in Serial
3. When we started engines David had a minor ser‐
viceability problem so I told him to see if the ground
crew could fix it, and if they could, then come out to
the ship independently. I took off at 2040 and over
Jervis Bay I passed the two Venoms from Serial 2 on
their way back to Albatross. They told me that their
sortie had been cancelled due to a lack of wind.
Ray Morritt had been right; it was 'bloody dark'; how‐
ever, because of the darkness it was easy to spot the
lights of Melbourne from our departure point over
Point Perpendicular. She was about twenty miles
away to the southeast. After clearing the coast I
changed channels and called the ship. LCDRGordon
McPhee, Lieutenant Commander (Flying) answered
and advised that the ship was searching for wind. A

On a fine summer's evening 58 years ago this
month, approximately 20 nm out to sea southeast
of Jervis Bay, the RAN's flagship and only opera-
tional aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne collided
with the Daring Class destroyer HMAS Voyager.
This catastrophe, which occurred whilst Voyager
was manoeuvring to take up station as plane
guard for aircraft operations, ranks as the Aus-
tralian military's worst peacetime disaster.
Eighty-two personnel were killed on HMAS Voy-
ager, either during the collision or from its even-
tual sinking.
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short time later Gordon called and advised that the
flying course would be 020 and my Charlie time
(land-on time) was 2100.
My task was then to position my aircraft to join the
circuit, fly past the starboard side of the ship at 400 ft,
turn down wind and make a final approach so that the
wheels hit the deck at 2100.

The Fateful Collision
I approached the ship from the port quarter in a
descending turn. I noted that Voyager was not in the
correct RESDES (Rescue Destroyer) position and
mentioned this to my observer LEUT Barry Henry.
Then, at 2056 a huge ball of flame lit the sky. It was
the boiler room of Voyager exploding. I levelled out
and remarked to Barry, 'Melbourne’s collected
Voyager'. (There was a crude exclamation preceding
the remark but the Royal Commissioner decided that
it was best forgotten.) Gordon McPhee called and
advised me to conserve fuel as there was a problem.
A master understatement!
As a result of the collision Melbourne had lost a
number of aerials which had been lowered to the
horizontal position for flying, so the ship asked me to
activate the rescue services at Nowra. I switched
channels and advised Nowra that there was an
emergency and to send all available helicopters to the
scene and to also sail the search and rescue craft
from Jervis Bay. I did not mention the collision as I
knew there were people who monitored our
frequencies in the hope they would get a story to sell
to the media. Albatross, without knowing what had
actually happened, reacted immediately.
It was an outstanding effort by the helicopter
squadrons and in a very short time helicopters were
over the accident area. In fact at one stage there were

probably too many aircraft in the one small area. I
remained over the area for the best part of an hour
passing messages from ship to shore. I landed at
Albatross at 2205 and reported to Albatross’s
Commanding Officer, Captain Mesley, in the tower.
The entire air station was a hive of activity. In the early
hours of the morning of the 11th the acting Minister for
the Navy, Dr Forbes and RADM Becher, the Fleet
Commander arrived by aircraft from Canberra. They
were briefed and then transferred to Melbourne by
helo.
At first light the fixed wing squadrons had aircraft in
the area and we continued to fly all through the day in
the hope of finding survivors. The helicopters were
also searching. The weather was very calm but the oil
slick and the wreckage was moving southeast at a
remarkable rate. My log book shows I spent over
six hours searching that day and other aircrew
would have done more than that. It was a long 24
hours. The maintenance crews did a wonderful job
to keep the maximum number of aircraft flying.

Observations
Although the Melbourne-Voyager collision was a
dreadful disaster and had a major impact on the
RAN and the country, I don't think it created any
great problems for the Fleet Air Arm at the time. It
was seen as a 'fishhead' ie, General Service, error.
However, the Melbourne-Evans collision in 1969
started people thinking and talking about the need
for a carrier in view of the losses incurred. After the
Voyager collision I can't remember anyone ques‐
tioning the value of having a carrier in the RAN, but
after 1969 I can remember being asked if we really
did need a carrier. People began to associate the
carrier with calamity. There was an emotional issue
introduced into the carrier debate.
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On that
day I had
been in
the Navy
for all of
two years.
I joined in
J a n u a r y
1962 as a
Midshipman
at Cerberus
and done my
initial “This is the
Navy!” stuff and later
commenced my real
navigation training to be an
Observer in Malta courtesy of
the RN. In early 1963 back in
Australia I completed my anti-submarine training on
the Wessex helicopter with others like me and went
on my first cruise “Up Top” in MELBOURNE in 1963.
The next year was going to be more of the same as
far as I could tell. We had done lots of consolidation
work at ALBATROSS and on the 11th February we
were to embark the carrier again. As one does, there
was a big 817 Squadron BBQ on the night of 10th
February – wives and sweethearts saying goodbye to
those with them. The rest of us just having a great
party at the home of our Senior Pilot and his wife Des
and Philippa Rodgers.
I do not recall the exact timing but I do remember the
frantic calls of Mrs Phil Rodgers trying to get our
attention and telling all of us to get back to base, there
had been an accident. None of us knew what sort of
accident but as we crested the hill coming back to the
Airfield all the runway lights were on, all the hangars
were bright and the 817 Squadron flight line was a
frantic mass of helicopters being readied. There were
certainly no formal briefings to be had, just get ready
and go flying on the next helicopter.
At least one or two Wessex 31A helicopters had
already departed and I was trying to get into one of
them. The pilots were somewhat isolated higher in the
front and the observers spent their time in the back
with the big box of sonar equipment. So opening the
back door and seeing our Senior Observer AG ‘Slug’
Whitton already in place, he said get all the others
organised and follow us out as soon as you can. I’m
still not sure at that early time where I was to go but it
became clear soon enough.
I went out in the second wave of aircraft along with
others and so it was for the next two days – non-stop
through that night, all next day and the one after.
Searching for anyone and anything.
On my arrival, I could see the carrier MELBOURNE
stopped in the water and I am not certain if I ever saw
the rear half of Voyager still afloat. There were lots of
MELBOURNE’s small boats going hither and thither
and the answer is that I probably didn’t see
VOYAGER at all.

The seriousness of the moment was overpowering
just trying to digest the scene and its implications: this
was peace-time after all. Carrying out the most
important job of my career to date – searching for
some poor soul clinging to his life and hoping I
could find him.
The area was full of helicopters and their searchlights.
As was later to emerge, the VOYAGER men were all
too terrified to be picked up by a whirling noisy windy
helicopter and any who had the chance took to the
lifeboats – only one man was winched into a chopper
from the sea.
I cannot compare my experiences that night to those
of the men in VOYAGER but for every man in our
Navy, it was terribly sobering and all of us have
something stark to remind us of that night. The
unexpected is just that and practically impossible to
plan for. It is how one deals with what must come next
is how we minimise the outcomes that makes us
strong.
Max Speedy,
Sub Lieutenant Observer in those days.♣

Recollections of an
Observer

CMDR David Anderson
Weare trying to get in contact with a CMDR
David Anderson (Pilot) who served in the
RAN.
DOB – 01 Mar 1940. Served on 723 SQN
and HT 725 SQN in the late 1960s. Served
in NHQ in the early 1990s. Discharged
circa 1995.
He was married to Lorraine Isobel
Anderson and they had three children. If
you have any knowledge of David’s
whereabouts, please contact the Editor
here.

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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MFO Nominal Roll of Service - RAN
The Seapower Centre-Australia lacks an FAA Roll of Service for the ACMFO and has
requested the help of the FAAAA. Please contact Graeme Lunn with additions and
corrections to the following draft nominal list:

Andrew, M. L. SBLT ATC Biddle, D. (Dave) ABSE
Brand, S. C. (Ocker) LEUT (P) 20 Mar82 Chartier, R. (Dick) LEUT (P) Oct84 - Apr85
Clark, J. A. LEUT (P) Cummings, P. (Pete) POA ?- Mar86
Curac, L. R. (Leigh) SBLT (P) July83 Curry, M. R. (Mick) LCDR (P) Jul84
Dalton, A. C. (Tony) ASLT (P) Nov82 Dickenson, A. C. (Bear) ASLT (P)
Duffey, S. (Steve) POA 29 Aug83 Fielder, G. N. (Geoff) ASLT ATC 20 Mar 1982
Fisher, A. K. ASLT (P) 20 Mar82 Frew, D. J. (Derek) LEUT (P)
Galvin, M. R. (Mike) LEUT (P) 24 Jan83 Garside, T. (Terry) LSA Feb83 -
Harford, J. A. POA Henschke, M. D. (Miz) SBLT (P) 20 Mar82
Hill, R. J. (Rob) LEUT (P) May84 - Dec84 Hype, M. J. (Mark) SBLT (P) 20 Mar82
Jacobs, A. (Andy) SBLT ATC Jacobs, A. W. ASLT ATC 20 Jun82
Kubel, G. A. Gary LEUT (P) Leddy, B. C. (Brendan) SBLT (P) 6 Jun83
Lewis, G. A. (Jerry) SBLT (P) Lindsay, M. M. (Murray) ASLT (P)
Lunn, G. P. (Graeme) LEUT (P) Aug83 - Mar84 Marcombe, C. W. (Craig) LEUT (P) Jul84-Dec84
Mason, T. (Tassie) POA McConachie, I. C. SBLT ATC
Nelson, A. K. (Tony) LEUT (P) Feb84 - Aug84 Nelson, P. W. (Pete) LEUT (O)(P)
Nest, R. W. (Richard) ASLT (P) Newman. ? LSSE ?
Ritchie, S. K. (Stan) LEUT ATC - Mar86 Roberts N.F. ABSIG 20Mar82
Rodenburg, S. F. ASLT ATC 20 Mar82 Secker, T. G. (Daryl) SBLT (P) 14 Mar83
Smillie, T. G. (Tom) SBLT (P) 25 Apr83 Smyth, R. N. SBLT ATC 6 Jun 1983
Sydney, G. (Jock) LEUT (P) Threlfo, D. J. (Dave) ASLT (P)
Vooles, S. (Steve) LEUT (O)(P) Welty, P.D. ABSE 20Mar82
Whittaker, A. (Al) LSA Wynberg, T B Ted LCDR O 20 Mar82

mailto:graeme.lunn@hotmail.com
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Southern Cross replica
comes to life after more than
10 years of restoration.
The Historic Aircraft Restoration Society (HARS)
has successfully ground run its replica of Sir
Charles Kingsford-Smith’s record-breaking
Fokker FV11B aircraft he named the “Southern
Cross”.
She is built to modern standards, but still uses
the traditional aircraft construction of steel tubing
and timber with doped Irish Linen for the fuselage
and an all wooden (spruce and plywood) wing.
She is the largest “exact replica” aircraft in the
world and has the largest one piece wing ever
made here in Australia.
Originally built in South Australia in the period
1980 to 1987 as a tribute to Smithy, the replica
toured Australia during the 1988 Bicentenary
raising money for the Royal Flying Doctor
Service.
In May 2002 she lost a main wheel on takeoff at
Parafield South Australia Landing on the one
good wheel and the tail, the pilot kept the
damaged axle off the ground by keeping its wing
high in the air. When the aircraft stopped the high
wing came down and snapped off ~3m of the
wing tip.
After considerable negotiation HARS acquired
the aircraft from the SA Government in 2010.
For the last ten years work has been in progress
to restore it to full airworthy status.
The original Southern Cross was flown by
Charles Kingsford Smith on the first transpacific
flight from the USA to Australia in 1928.
You can see a video of the start/taxi here, and
read a little more about the event on an ABC
article here. ♣

HARS image

HARS volunteer Jim Thurstan in front of the Southern
Cross replica he has been overseeing for more than ten
years. (Image: Justin Huntsdale ABC Illawarra).
Although it was the wing that required most structural
repair, the complete airframe has been refurbished to
as-new condition. The technique of aircraft woodwork
was a skill that had to be learned by the team as it is a
technique long lost in history.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3QPk-ep2Aw
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-11-27/southern-cross-replica-ready-for-wings-over-illawarra/100631348
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FREE TEST KIT
ELIGIBILITY

Don’t forget that holders of DVA Gold,
White or Orange cards are eligible for the
Government’s handout of free
COVID-19 Rapid Antigen Test (RAT)
kits.
This was announced on 5 January, with
the expectation that the kits ‘...should be
available in your local pharmacy now.♣

Ian Henderson contacted us during the week
to report on the origins of the FAAAA Qld
Division Marching Banner. He wrote: “When
we formed the Qld Division of the Fleet Air
Arm back in the early 1990s, we knew there
was a strong contingent of Fleet Air Arm
members living on the Gold Coast, one of
whom was d'Arcy Doyle. D'Arcy was a self-
taught painter of Australian landscapes. He
had an interest in painting from an early age.
In the 1950s he joined the Royal Australian
Navy and served in the Fleet Air Arm for 7
years. In 1961 he took up painting full time.
His painting subjects were of Australian bush,
focusing on farm activities, such as animals,
people and children at play.

D'Arcy attended our functions and mini reunions,
so when we began discussions on designing and
making a marching banner, he offered to paint one
for us. It was probably one of the largest paintings
he did, but he did not sign it.

I write this so that when us “oldies” are gone, the
origins of the banner will be known, and I would like
to see it preserved in the Fleet Air Arm when, as a
Division, we are unable to march any more.”

Photos of the Banner and its
talented artist are above.
By Editor. Thanks, Ian. Hopefully all our Divisions
will continue to experience sufficient new blood to keep
them going into the future. The origins of our artifacts
does tend to get lost in time, however, which is one
reason the FAAAA is so important as it works to record
those memories. ♣

FLEET AIR ARM WALL
OF SERVICE

Don’t forget that the FAAAA
has a “Wall of Service” which
offers our veterans the
opportunity to have a bronze
plaque mounted outside the
FAA museum. It’s easy to apply for, is relatively cheap and
is a lasting record of the service you gave to the Fleet Air
Arm.

Full details, including price and application form, can be
found here.

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/the-faa-wall-of-service/wall-of-service-general-information/
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Dear Editor,
Day one, page one, first picture.
“Ramjets” Aerobatic Team in the livery of the
“Checkmates.”
Skinhead (aka Greg Kelson)
By Editor,
As noted elsewhere in this newsletter, mea culpa. Yes,
the picture is of the Checkmates, not the Ramjets.
Thanks for pointing that out so eloquently .♣

Dear Editor,
Another great edition of ‘FlyBy’ – with lots of interest‐
ing reading – well done.
Re the cover: this features 805 Squadron ‘Check‐
mates’ flying over the US Naval Base at Subic Bay in
the Philippines. On the LHS out of frame was a large
airstrip at Cubi Point where HMAS Melbourne was
docked (close to the airstrip that is). While Melbourne
was being replenished the Sea Venoms had the use
of the airstrip for several days. I think the 805 team
used to like doing box formation take-offs and land‐
ings for the amusement of anyone watching. I’ve at‐
tached a shot showing the airfield at Cubi Point – I
think that is USS Yorktown in the picture Melbourne
was likely nearby.
Cubi Point airstrip has a
3,000 metre runway. It
was built by USN
Seabees for the 7th
Fleet as a base during
the 1950s and involved
the removal of a
mountain, and took
some 5-years to
construct. It was a major
undertaking and was
(and probably still is)
considered a world-class
undertaking with the
main part of the land-fill
coming from the former
mountain that was at
Cubi Point. The USN
withdrew from the airstrip

in 1992 and it is now the Subic Bay International
Airport.
All good wishes for 2022.
Cheers,
Kim Dunstan ♣

Dear Editor,
Thankyou for the Newsletter. Following from Paul
Folkes’ letter re the role 206’s have played in the Fleet
Air Arm….I remember one role turning into a rather
humorous event (maybe not in the eyes of the
recipient…until later).
In 1983, as part of Navy Week celebrations, a 206
was detached to theQantas Jet Base at Mascot…one
of the activities was to “trail an ensign” beneath the
chopper and to “fly the flag” so to speak over and
around several of the famous landmarks situated on
Sydney Harbour.
A second “activity” was to do a “traffic control”
broadcast ….on that morning a young (at that time) –
as were we all, Ray X (now a well known
commentator) who had not long commenced his
career as a radio broadcaster with 2UE, came and
introduced himself as the person who had “drawn the
short straw” and was to accompany us in the 206
flying over Sydney and he would do a “live broadcast”
of the morning’s traffic.
SBLT Ian Sangston was the pilot, and after giving
Ray a “brief” and “strapping him in” we took off –
yours truly alongside Ray in the back. I was on
full coms with “Sangers” in the front, while Ray
was on direct mike with 2UE. Ray “appeared” to
far less than comfortable flying around at about
1500 feet WITHOUT DOORS so I got on the
mike and said to “Sangers”….”Ray looks a bit
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nervous and uncomfortable back here with no
doors….can you do a couple of ‘torquies’ (torque
turns) to really liven him up?”. Sangers did as
requested and I have never seen a person turn so
INSTANTLY WHITE in my life – as were the
knuckles clearly protruding from his fingers as he
tried to grasp onto anything he could reach….I
don’t know what came over on 2UE that morning
but “quivering lips” toldmeRaywasn’t far from the
“bag” (vomit).
When we landed he was still shaky and later in
the “crew room” I told him what I said to Sangers
…..his verbal response…Not in this forum but
imagination will tell you that second and third
guesses wont be necessary. Now 40 years have
passed, but I’m sure if Ray was asked about his
Navy Week Traffic Control Broadcast on 2UE he
would still “shudder” at the memory.
Another GOOD Navy Memory,
Locko ♣

Dear Editor,
While rummaging through my logbooks helping
another member to recall some older history I
found that I may have been unusually lucky in that
I was qualified and current on three helicopter
types on the same squadron concurrently. Apart
from test aircrew in RANAMAFTU, who did it
regularly, I was wondering how many other
aircrew found themselves in this situation.
In today’s Fleet Air Arm you are lucky to find three
types, but they are not all in a single squadron so
I guess it won’t happen again in the near future.
In the early 1980’s I was posted to 723 Squadron
flying the UH-1B Iroquois from both ashore and
embarked (HMAShips Tobruk, and Stalwart) and
occasionally the Bell 206B-1 Kiowa as co-pilot. I
commenced my Bell 206B-1 captaincy
conversion in June 1984, qualifying by the end of
the month. I was regularly flying the UH-1B
during this conversion and commenced AS350B
familiarisation throughout the same month. I
remained current and qualified on both the UH-1B
and the Bell 206B-1 throughout July with the
AS350 conversion being put on hold as I was
selected as HMAS Sydney (FFG 03) Flight Pilot,
embarking with the Bell 206B-1 for over three
months in August.
After disembarking towards the end of 1984 I
recommenced AS350B conversion whilst
continuing to fly the UH-1B and the Bell 206B-1,
Qualifying on the AS350B in December 1984. I
was then qualified and current as an Aircraft
Captain on three types concurrently.
1985 commenced with UH-1B and AS350B

operations being flown before embarking in
HMAS Adelaide (FFG 01) as Flight Commander
with the AS350B. In 1986 I started the year
current on both the AS350B and the UH-1B and
regularly flew both types all year and the next,
occasionally achieving 40 hours of combined
type flying per month.
In October 1987 I recommenced flying the Bell
206B-1 alongside the AS350B as the UH-1B
finally decommissioned at the end of the month.
I was still current on the UH-1B at
decommissioning. So, with some breaks in the
middle, ended my triple qualification and
currency on type. I was also fortunate enough to
have embarked with each of the three types.
Whilst my memory is dim, I do recall some pre-
flight briefings as being well scrutinised by the
squadron senior staff, particularly when flying two
types in the one day. This was especially so
when hopping from the American designed to the
French designed aircraft. For the un-initiated, the
difference lies primarily in main rotor direction.
American aircraft main rotors turn clockwise
whereas European helicopters main rotors turn
anticlockwise. This means that all flight effects
such as torque effect when increasing or
decreasing power, tail rotor input and engine-off
immediate reactions are reversed. There are
other factors too such as fuel burn rate, total
endurance and pre/post flight documentation that
kept my brain busy. I suppose I was lucky rather
than especially skilled as I never wrapped one up
in a ball through the wrong control response. My
logbook shows that I never flew all three types on
the same day but occasionally did two types.
I wonder how many other aircrew managed the
same.
I look forward to the Bell 206B-1 contributions
and, perhaps in the future, the AS350 embarked
operations stories.
Derek Frew ♣

Dear Editor,

On Saturday12 January 1966 at HMAS Lonsdale in
Melbourne, at about 1400, I joined the Navy by
signing on for 12 years as an uncategorized (i.e. no
trade designation yet) apprentice at Nirimba. Due to
the lack of bibles, I swore on anOxford dictionary. We
were later given some money to spend on the train to
feed ourselves during the trip.
We were to travel to Sydney on ‘The Spirit of
Progress’, a night train fromMelbourne to Sydney. As
I was about to board, my father, who was a Navy
Supply Officer, said to me, "Whenever you stay at
Johnnies, always get a top bunk". Ok, but that didn't
mean anything to me at all.
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By the time we boarded, one of our number had done
a runner – failed to join the course. In my train
compartment there were some Jewish kids going
back to Sydney from a camp, and a girl, Miss X, who
sat beside one of our number, a bloke called she
called Johnny. In the breaks between the Jewish kids
playing guitars and we singing, Miss X told us her
story of traveling around Tasmania on a bus tour and
by what she was saying, she spent a lot of the time
under the bus driver. Johnny did not succumb to her
advances - and as for me, it took me quite a while to
work out what she was up to (having had a very
sheltered life to the point of my father not permitting
my brother and I to wear jeans) resulting in timid me
not wanting to become her "friend" in spite of her
efforts.
We eventually arrived at some place called Strathfield
and got off the train in a confused rabble into a powder
blue Navy bus (a Pussers bus) to go wherever. We
eventually arrived at HMAS Nirimba near Blacktown
with none of us having a clue where we were, or what
route we had taken to get there.
One of the first things that happened was an old (to
us) crusty Petty Officer formed us up into three ranks
and told us what was going to happen that day,
Sunday. Part of his talk, as he walked backwards and
forwards, I distinctly remember was "You will work
long hours and short hours. With any luck the short
hours will compensate for the long hours (pregnant
pause while he stopped walking and turned to face
us) - but I doubt it".

After that he asked "Anyone who was in the cadets
please tell me (and me from being in the Army cadets
I knew instinctively not to answer a question like that)
had one bloke saying "Me." He was quickly detailed
off to march us to the dining (scran) hall. After "lunch"
we were marched over to the victualling hut to receive
our uniforms and a rubber stamp with which we had
to mark our clothes in white paint. One bloke
managed to mark his greatcoat (Burberry) on the
outside which wasn't quite the right place to do it.
We were then shown what was to be our
accommodation for the next 6 months in our first
term. Our three and a half years at Nirimba was in
6-month terms ranging from 1st term to 7th term. I
was lucky in that I was in a four man cabin (there were
no female apprentices in the Navy then) and not like
the others in a long open dormitory with a door at
either end; colloquially known as a "wind tunnel". We
were accommodated according to the alphabet and I
was in with two other Ps and one R. For the first six
weeks, we weren’t permitted to leave the base. First
term apprentices were "lucky" as we were
accommodated near the road that the terms senior to
us came back from, having been off the base of a
weekend. That proximity would result in us being
tipped up in our beds (rolled) perhapsmore than twice
a night on weekends. Sometimes, after being rolled a
couple of times in a night, it was easier to sleep on the
floor rather than get rolled again. No vicious stuff
though, it was just the way that things happened in
those days. It was a “character building”
experience.
And so we gradually settled into the routine of PT

first thing of a morning as well as regular kit
musters (laying your kit out on your bed in a
mandated way and a way of making sure that you
kept your kit clean and you were clean yourself -
but one bloke wasn’t and he disappeared one day
never to return) and learning how to march, salute
and other stuff but amazingly, we were not taught
any seamanship. For the first six months we all
did common training with hand tools (filing,
hacksawing, chiselling round lumps of steel into
rectangular shapes, etc, etc, as well as attending
school classes of English, Maths, Physics, etc.
After a while the morning PT and the kit musters
stopped and life for most, became a carefully
planned routine.
Me, I was as homesick as blazes and just really didn't
want to be there but luckily those in command were
used to that happening and I back-termed i.e.
repeated the first term (but not the PT, kit musters,
etc) and I popped out ok at the other end and enjoying
myself being there learning stuff. I was one of the
lucky ones as the July 1966 intake that I was back-
termed into had 34 of its number discharged from
Navy for various reasons before 63 out of the initial
103 graduated in December 1969. Back-terming me
was possibly the best thing that could have happened
to me - it was painful at first, but in the end, ok.
Nirimba was an ex-WW2 airbase complete with
hangars that were workshops and WW2 barrack
accommodation. Our un-insulated accommodation
were four man cabins with a corrugated iron external
surface and with an inside lining of masonite. Of
course it had no heating or cooling or fans, etc. In
summer, it was hot and in winter it was freezing and
we bought and wore flannelette pajamas under our
track suits and over our two blankets and
counterpane, we laid our Burberry on top to try and
keep warm.
Flies were a prominent feature of Nirimba from the
base pig farm that was there to get rid of the food
waste. I really suspect that there wasn't too much
food waste from growing/always hungry 16/17/18/19
years old boys who were very fit having had to double
march everywhere around the base outside the
accommodation area. The flies were in everything
i.e. butter, honey, jam, etc, etc, and we just scraped
them off and carried on spreading and eating. When
we lined up for meals you automatically brushed the
flies off the back of the bloke in front of you. We had
our stomachs battle hardened at Nirimba.
Our cooks were magicians. I watched them one day
make milk. Take one 20 gallon milk churn and add
about 18 gallons of water, then add 2 pints of milk to
change the colour of the water and then say over the
“milk”, ‘They will never know the difference”. Another
character building while at Nirimba was the lack of hot
water and in the freezing cold of winter if you weren't
quick enough, the hot water would run out in the
showers and you had a cold shower.
Ok - Johnnies. Johnnies was officially called, so the
sign said, “Royal Naval House”, but was known by all
after the doorman in WW2, Johnny. It was in
Grosvenor Street off the harbour end of George
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Street in Sydney. You could stay overnight in bunk
rooms or single rooms for a minimum fee, there was
a 23-hour bar operating and bank on the ground floor;
and a cafe of sorts where you could for a pittance get
the biggest plate of baked beans on toast in the
universe. So if I ever spent the night at Jonnies I
always grabbed a top bunk remembering what Dad
said, “Always get a top bunk”. No problems for the
first couple of times I stayed there but one time, on
Sunday morning, I woke up to see the bloke on the
top bunk oppositeme had vomited on the bloke on the
bottom bunk under him. I remember saying to myself,
"Thanks Dad".
My first year at Nirimba was hard, with me being
homesick and unsure of my career direction.
However, after starting my Aircraft Apprentice training
in airframes and engines, I began to settle down and
enjoy the training. After graduating from Nirimba in
December 1969 and following six months on-job
training at Hawker de Havilland at Bankstown and
Lidcombe, I emerged bright eyed and fluffy tailed to
undertake a Skyhawk Airframe/Engine course in July
1970. It was then onto VC724 Squadron to be
mentored by Jim Lee, Ray Larsen and Eddie
Bracken. My Navy career ended with a transfer to the
RAAF in April 1985, and ultimately to resign from that
Service on 17 January 1999 after 33 years and 5 days
in uniform. I had a great career in both Services .
David Prest.

Last month we asked for stories about working on or flying in theA4
Skyhawk. There’s been a good start and the framework of the book
is coming together, but the authors need much more.

They are looking for your memories, so pretty much anything you
can think of will be welcome. It might be a specific event you
remember: recollections of your first deck landing (or worst/most
frightening); what you loved or hated about the aircraft; what the
Squadron was like; stories about serving on 805/724; personalities
on the Squadron; runs ashore; the best/worst maintenance you
ever saw; or your most memorable flight. The sky is pretty much
the limit on what subject you choose.

This is being put together into a full sized book that will capture the essence of theA4 and the generations
of people who kept them in the air. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to make it as special as the era
deserves. Send your emails to David Prest or Peter Greenfield. ♣

OP BURSA update for
FlyBy – 24 Jan 22
The Operation Bursa Recognition
Team concluded its work on 24
January and handed over ongoing
vetting of applications to Navy
Honours and Awards. Those who
are yet to submit their application,
are still able to apply for the award
of the Australian ServiceMedal with
clasp Counter Terrorism/Special
Recovery (ASM CT/SR). While the
address on the application form for
sending hard copy will change, the

email address of op.bursa@defence.gov.au remains
valid.
The following is a bit of background on the ASM:
The Australian Service Medal recognises military and
other service in prescribed peacekeeping and non-
warlike operations.
The medal is nickel-silver, ensigned with the Crown of
St Edward. The obverse features a modified shield of
the Commonwealth Coat of Arms surmounted by the
Australian Defence Force Joint Service emblem
superimposed on meridians of longitude.
The reverse of the medal shows clusters of mimosa
blossoms surrounding a Federation Star with the
inscription ‘For Service’.

mailto:davidmprest@gmail.com
mailto:purpsg@gmail.com
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The ribbon has a central brown stripe symbolizing the
earth. It is flanked by two stripes of dark green which
in turn are flanked by stripes of light green, gold and
silver-green.
One of the most satisfying parts of the project for the
Team was getting to meet former squadron mates
and seeing them connect with others they hadn’t seen
in years. There were stories told which really brought
back memories of flying operations when we were
much younger, and well before the advent of much of
the technology routinely associated with modern
flying and maintenance procedures.
I have remarked at presentation ceremonies that if we
were to look at OP Bursa through today’s
airworthiness and risk management prisms, it would
likely be declared extreme risk and not done. It was a
balancing act between the risk of conducting the
missions and the potential for mission failure if we
didn’t operate “on the edge” to achieve surprise
against an enemy. At the time, the Fleet Air Arm was
at the forefront of aviation support to counter-terrorism
operations. We developed, adapted and did the job.
For aircrew, we all remember the game of “space
invaders in the dark”, which was following the conga
line of cyalume sticks attached to the outside of
aircraft for formation keeping reference points, as we
flew around at low level beforemaking assaults on the
rigs with Special Forces.
For the maintenance crew, OP Bursa at East Sale
involved long hours conducting maintenance in the
open. Many times the aircraft would return at 2am,
4am … and the aircrew would sign them back in.
They then needed to have defects rectified, routine
maintenance and inspections and be refuelled, before
starting the daytime missions and then the night
assaults again.
Hopefully, we will be able to return to some sort of
post-COVID normal in the near future and all those
postponed reunions
will be able to
proceed, along with
the tall tales.
The final
p r e s e n t a t i o n
ceremonies were
conducted at:
• RAAF Laverton

in Melbourne –
Friday 14 Jan 22

• HMAS Moreton
in Brisbane –
Friday 21 Jan 22
(photo right).

Those who have
received their
medals or are in
“processing” are:
• Batches 1-10 -

notified between
29 Jan 21 and 1
Nov 21 - medals
received.

• Batch 11 - notified between 2 Nov 21 and 24 Jan
22 - processing.

Final statistics from the Team (as at 24 Jan 22):
• ASMs and/or CT/SR clasps awarded – 365.
• Overseas awards – 9 (Royal Navy exchange

aircrew and engineer).
• Non-Navy awards – 3 (Army, pilots of “Possum”,

who flew the comms Kiowa with the alternate
SASR commander onboard).

• Posthumous awards – 7.
• Presentations conducted - 14 (Nowra x 5,

Perth x 3, Brisbane x 2, Canberra, Melbourne,
Cairns and London x 1 each).

• Australian Defence Medals – 12 (noted by the
Directorate of Honours and Awards (DH&A) as
not awarded, when processing the ASMs).

• Defence Force Service Medal clasps – 6 (also
noted by DH&A as not awarded).

Thank you to:
• Those who did the hard yards in getting Navy

approved for the ASM CT/SR, including Brett
Dowsing and Ted Wynberg.

• LCDR Murray Lindsay, the other member of the
Team, for his ever-present diligence and attention
to detail.

• The Directorate of Honours and Awards, for their
expeditious processing of vetted applicant lists we
sent them, sorting out problems and going that
extra yard with processing ADM and DFSM
clasps.

• Marcus Peake, the FAAAA webmaster, who has
provided outstanding support through the website
and FlyBy.

• All award recipients for your Service.
Andrew HWhittaker
CAPT, RAN (now retired)

From L to R: Ken Cooper, Bob Luxton, CAPT Andrew Whittaker,
Jon Keating, Murray Hicks, Ken Gwynne
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• Flood and accidental damage

• Storm damage

• Fusion of electric motors that are part of
your home regardless of their age

• A tailored claims process supported by a
broad network of loss adjusters and
contractors

• Temporary home accommodation should
your home be unfit to live in

• No excess (other than earthquake damage
and some accidental damage, and

• Flexible payment options at no extra cost.

ON LINE QUOTING TOOL
Current and former ADF personnel can now get an
instant quote for tailored home insurance through the
Defence Service Homes (DSH) new online quoting
tool.

DSH Insurance offers competitive premiums on
comprehensive home building insurance tailored
specifically for current and former members of ADF
with at least one days’ service. This includes Re‐
servists and widow(er)s of those ADF members.

DISCLAIMER
The Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia offers the information on
this page in good faith, but readers are solely responsible for evalu‐
ating the product and determining whether it is fit for their purpose
and suitable for their needs. The Association makes no represen‐
tation of any kind regarding the accuracy, reliability, availabily or
completeness of the product, and shall not be liable for any loss or
damage arising from its use. (Image © DSH Insurance).

Get Instant Quote

GOVERNMENT-OWNED DEFENCE
SERVICE HOMES INSURANCE

OFFERS HOME INSURANCE TO SUIT
THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF SERVING
AND EX-SERVICE AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE MEMBERS.

FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS Defence
Service Homes (DSH) Insurance has provided
comprehensive home insurance to eligible
serving and ex-serving Australian Defence
Force (ADF) members with attractive premiums
and a range of benefits such as no excess for
insured events, accidental damage cover and
fusion of motor cover at no additional charge.
Now more than 300,000 additional serving and
ex-serving ADF members, including Reservists
and Peacekeepers, regardless of their length of
service, can access all-inclusive home building
insurance through DSH Insurance.
The eligibility expansion has broadened the
access for serving and ex-serving ADF
members residing in regional Australia,
particularly those currently posted or living in
areas that have a high risk of cyclones,
bushfires and other natural disasters. Having no
excess on claims helps policyholders get their
homes back to a pre-damage condition without
having to worry about paying an excess, easing
the pressure on household budgets at difficult
times.
DSH Insurance’s Australian-based service
team operates nationally and provides
uncomplicated insurance and claim services to
help ensure policyholders receive the
settlement they are entitled to.
DSH Insurance is government owned and
administered by the Department of Veterans’
Affairs, with revenue generated from premiums
invested back into DSH Insurance, helping it
provide high-quality insurance products and
services at a competitive price. Nine out of 10
policyholders renew their insurance each year.
Find out more by visiting the DSH website or
speak to customer service on 1300 552 662 ♣

https://online.dsh.gov.au
https://www.dsh.gov.au
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1985-1991 ny thing But Inter im
By Brett Dowsing

Introduction

On 21 February 1985, two HC 723 Squadron AS 350B
Squirrel helicopters embarked respectively in HMA Ships
Sydney (Commander Russ Lamb, RAN) and Canberra

(Commander Chris Oxenbould, RAN) in the Eastern Australian
Exercise Areas off Jervis Bay, NSW. The maintenance
personnel, along with their supporting equipment had been
embarked in their ships whilst alongside in Sydney over the
previous weekend. Squadron executives and Fleet Aviation
personnel were also embarked to work-up and certify the ships
as safe to operate helicopters.
These were the first AS 350 Flights embarked in HMA Ships and
the commencement of interim Flights pending the acquisition
and integration of Sikorsky S-70B-2 Seahawk Flights, anticipated
to occur in the early 1990s. Interestingly, along with the S-70B-2
Seahawk, on 1 December 2017 the AS 350 Squirrel was retired
from the Fleet Air Arm inventory after its initial arrival at NAS
Nowra on 21May 1984. The Squirrel had therefore served in the
RAN for 33 years and had more than achieved status above and
beyond what was initially envisaged – it was much more than an
interim capability.
Background
Six Oliver Hazard Perry Class Fast Frigate Guided Missile Ships (FFG) were ordered by the Government of Australia over the period 1976-1980
but without a commensurate order for an appropriate helicopter. The USN were embarking SH-60B Seahawk helicopters, however it wasn’t until
October 1984 and May 1986 that Australia ordered two tranches of eight S-70B-2 variants of the Sikorsky SH-60B with an expectation of their
entering service mid-1989. Thus when the first FFG, HMAS Adelaide (Commander Jim Longden, RAN), sailed into Sydney on 16 December
1981, she did so with a Wessex 31B helicopter (flown on by Lieutenant Marcus Peake, RAN) lashed down on her flight deck for ceremonial
purposes.

Ray Martin 60 Minutes’ interview Channel 9 1983: “So Navy Pilots are better than Air Force Pilots?”
Commodore Toz Dadswell AM RAN: “Anyone can land at (or take-off from) an airfield – little old
grandmothers do it all the time.” ‘

Wessex 31B embarked in HMAS Adelaide for inaugural arrival in Sydney 16
December 1981. The FFG class were procured without an associated
helicopter and the Wessex was too big to fit in the hangar, so another interim
capability was necessary until a dedicated helicopter could be procured.
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Top: The AS 350B Project Team at Marignane. CPOATA Gerry Eastgate second
from right. Wing Commander NoelWainwright, Project Director is seventh from left.
Centre: The Navy aircrew and maintainers who underwent training in France at
Marignane – February 1984. Bottom: Aircrew under training in Alpe d’Huez en-
route to Mont Blanc in February 1984. L-R POA Guy Flower, LCDR Brett
Dowsing, LCDR Jim Llewellyn. Images via Brett Dowsing.

This anticipated capability gap of eight years, and the need for the
FAA to transition from embarked squadrons operating from
aircraft carriers to single-ship flights, necessitated an interim
capability. With the impending life of the UH-1B Iroquois and Bell
206B-1 Kiowa drawing to a close and unsuitability ofWessex 31B
and Sea King 50A/B, a new aircraft was required that would build
the RAN’s small-ship aviation capabilities in preparation for the
Seahawk.

AS 350B Squirrel Project

On 18 August 1982, the Australian Government ordered 18
French Aerospatiale AS350B Squirrel helicopters – 12 as basic
helicopter trainers for RAAF and six upgraded aircraft for Navy.
A further six, configured the same as those for the Navy, were
ordered on 19 October 1983 for Search and Rescue duties at
major Air Force bases. Lieutenant Commander Ken Vote, RAN,
a highly experienced QHI, was instrumental in the selection
process.

In early 1983, as part of this contract, a RAAF Project Team (with
one Navy senior sailor maintainer - CPOATA Gerry Eastgate)
was set up at the Aerospatiale plant located at Marignane airport
some 15 km from the southern French port-city of Marseille. They
were to certify the build, develop an appropriate spares inventory,
and co-ordinate in-country training for a cadre of Navy and Air
Force maintenance personnel and aircrew.

The First Aircraft

The first Navy Squirrel (N22-013) was formally handed over to
Australia at Marignane on 30 November 1983 and utilised for the
five Air Force and three Navy aircrew training through to early
March 1984. The team of ten Navy maintainers completed their
training at Marignane and Biarritz through to later in March 1984
before returning to Australia and prepare for the arrival of the
aircraft, scheduled to commence two months later in May.

Delivered along with batches of Air Force Squirrels in B707
flights from France to Canberra, Navy’s six aircraft were re-
assembled and test flown before the quick hop to NAS
Nowra. On 21 May 1984, N22-014 was flown to NAS Nowra
by Lieutenant Commanders Jim Llewellyn (trained in
France) and Geoff Ledger (qualified on AS 350 during
exchange with RSAF). By mid-July, all six aircraft had
joined HC 723 Squadron under the command of Lieutenant
Commander Cris George, RAN.

The arrival of the Squirrels on HC 723 Squadron in 1984
coincided with arguably the low-point in the FAA’s more
recent history – the decision not to acquire a replacement
carrier for HMAS Melbourne and the dissolution of the
associated fixed-wing capabilities. Few appreciated the
challenges associated with the generation of the small-ship
aviation capability and few thought it relevant until the more
operationally capable Seahawk was available. Small-ship
or non-carrier aviation experience was limited to the
occasional Wessex, Sea King or Iroquois detachments in
HMA Ships Stalwart or Tobruk or the fully integrated Kiowa
flight in the hydrographic ship, HMAS Moresby.

Operating as a warfare system within an FFG’s capability
would require a much more capability-focussed approach
and warfare skill set, even with a limited helicopter such as
the Squirrel. No other Navy in the world, including that of
France, had operated the Squirrel in a tactical role or
otherwise in surface combatants. As such, HC 723 set
about simultaneously training aircrew and maintainers on
type, developing shipboard procedures and utility
capabilities, exploring some basic tactical capabilities,
validating maintenance and support inventories including
documentation, and preparing for First-of-Class Flight Trials
(FOCFT). The approach, from a Squadron perspective,
was one of “crawl, walk, run.” The inclusion of an
Aerospatiale technical adviser at HC 723 (Monsieur Jean-
Claude Reboulet) was a welcome initiative.

At the time of the arrival of Squirrel on HC 723, the
Squadron was operating five Iroquois, five Kiowa and two
HS748 EWTS fixed-wing aircraft; the 13 Wessex previously
on inventory had transferred to the newly commissioned HU
816 Squadron on 9 February 1984 to facilitate its counter-
terrorism role.

Cris George recalls that almost immediately after their arrival on the
Squadron in July 1984, pressure was on to get the Squirrels to sea in
the FFGs, albeit with little appreciation of requirements. CDRE NAS
(Commodore Neil Ralph, AM DSC, RAN), a distinguished naval aviator
and Vietnam veteran, penned a letter outlining certification and
training requirements to Fleet Headquarters prior to the embarkation
of Squirrel Flights and that these were unlikely before mid-1985. To
better prepare the FFGs for their Squirrel Flights and to assuage the
long-denied FFGs of an aviation capability, HC 723 provided two
separate Kiowa detachments for overseas deployments. The Kiowas
were to become the “interim interim” Flights and were to play a vital
role in early capability development.
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Personal Perspective by Paul Folkes

The First non-Morseby Detachment
Back in 1982, as a young Lieutenant, I was the Ops Officer for HC
723 “Bell Cell”, with LCDRMike Lehan as the OIC, later changed to
HC 723 B Flight when Mike took over as CO. One of Bell Cell’s
main roles was ASAC training, for which we primarily used the UH-
1 but also the B206.
This was the sad period period following the demise of HMAS
Melbourne, prior to arrival of the S-70B-2, and before the SK50 had
deployed on small decks.Therefore, the RAN had no embarked
assets other than the B206 on HMASMoresby.
In Oct 1982, HC 723 was directed by the Fleet Commander to
embark a B206 in HMAS Stalwart for support of the FC (RADM M.
Hudson) and Fleet Staff during Ex Sandgroper ‘82, to be held off the
coast of WA. I was chosen as the Flight Commander, SBLT Chris
Tutin was the pilot, and CPO Ian Lockett was the FSMS. LEUT Col
Allen also joined the Flight as the engineering and maintenance
authority. LS Beck, and ABs Wilson, Cameron and Starrett made
up the remainder of the team. On 27 Oct 1982, ‘Stalwart Flight’
embarked in HMAS Stalwart (CAPT Salmon, brother of the birdie)
in Sydney Harbour with B206B-1 side number 896.
With the Fleet Staff embarked and flying the Flag of the Fleet
Commander, Stalwart took a little over a week to get to Stirling
Naval Base, with the Flight conducting various fleet support tasks
along the way.
Fleet had decided thatMoresby’s Flight would also be seconded to
Stalwart for the exercise and so, somewhere around 20 Nov 1982,
Moresby’s B206 arrived onboard, under the command of LEUT
Tony Reyne. Now Stalwart had the entire embarked aviation
assets of the RAN. Operating two B206s off Stalwart ’s deck
required a bit of juggling but we managed to do it safely.
One funnymoment from this period - during the exercise, Stalwart’s
two budgies were tasked for a dawn surface search in conjunction
with an SH2F Sea Sprite fromUSS F.E.Hammond, hoping to catch
an O boat snorting before approaching the force. Strung out line
abreast at our visual limit, we all headed west, thinking that the Sea
Sprite would be keeping an eye on us all. After reaching the
western edge of our search area (by my calculations) but still
pointed for Sth Africa, I informed the Yank that I thought we were
getting near the edge of our area. His response “Ah, sir, what y’all
using for your nav?” Me - “ a USNMk6 plotting board”. Him - “Right,
we’ll follow you!”
After a quick trip back across the Bight, the aircraft disembarked
from Flagship Stalwart on 07 Dec 1982 as she sailed past JB, with
the maintenance team returning home once she got alongside in
Sydney.
A short vignette in the history of the B206 in RAN service but one
that helped to plug a gap in Navy’s ability to get aviation assets to
sea.

Since its inception in 1947, the RAN’s Fleet
Air Arm had been structured around at
least one aircraft carrier. Its fixed wing
Squadrons were centric to the provision

of a Carrier Air Group (CAG), and its
helicopter Squadrons provided carrier support in the form

of Search and Rescue and anti-submarine protection.
Aside from occasional and random helicopter detachments to ships,
the only other dedicated organic air capability was a single helicopter
Flight aboardHMASMoresby, a custom-built survey vessel displacing
just 2500 tons based initially out of Sydney and then Fremantle.
Just prior to her commissioning in 1964Moresby had been allocated a
Westland Scout helicopter, which was a vital asset in the establishment
of survey camps in the remote areas she would operate in. In 1974 the
Scout was replaced by the Bell 206 Kiowa. which continued to provide
reliable service until the ship’s decommissioning in September 1997 -
but it was restricted to operate in the most benign of conditions, and
during daylight hours only.
The 1983 decision to scrap Melbourne without replacement removed
the principal reason for the Fleet Air Arm’s existence. To survive, it
would have to learn to operate dedicated ships’ flights to small decks
for extended periods far from home: but it lacked the proper equipment,
organisation or expertise to do so. A mammoth task lay ahead to not
only re-equip with more suitable aircraft, but to build aircrew and
maintainer skills to do so and the logistic support to enable them.
The FAA took a pragmatic approach to the problem. The equipment in
its immediate inventory was either too big for small ships (Sea King,
Wessex), or unsuitable (the Kiowa with its teetering head). The new
AS350 was on order which, although not designed for dedicated
maritime operations, offered an interim solution until the Seahawk
S-70B arrived in 1989. But until these new airframes were operational
there was little option except make do with what they had.
The immediate priority was to get aircraft to sea, even if it was under
restrictive operational limits, and the task initially fell to the little Bell
Kiowa.

� The Environment �
A Fleet Air Arm Without A Job

The Westland Scout
operated from HMAS
Moresby for some ten

years from 1964.

Success Detachment 1982. Top L-R: CPO Ian Lockett, ABATA Darren
Wilson, ABATA Ernie Cameron, ABATC Jock Starret. Middle: LSATA Phil
Beck. Bottom L-R. LEUTs Col Allen & Paul Folkes; SBLT Chris Tutin.

Bell 206B Kiowa on the Flight Deck of HMAS Moresby. The Kiowa
replaced the venerable Westland Scout in 1974 and provided sterling

service to the ship until it finally paid off in 1997.
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Operating under a day, VFR (visual flight rules) HOSTAC
SHOL (Helicopters Operating from Ships Other Than Aircraft
Carriers, Ship Helicopter Operating Limits) envelope, the first

frigate Kiowa detachment (N17-013) embarked in HMAS Adelaide
(Captain Gerry Carwadine, RAN) on 30 April 1984. The Flight
Commander was Lieutenant Mark Henschke and the inaugural
Flight Senior Maintenance Sailor was CPOATA Dave Squillari. En-
route for RIMPAC 84, HC 723 Senior Pilot, Lieutenant Commander
Brett Dowsing, worked up the Detachment and ship, recommending
certification prior to departing from Nuku’alofa, ten days later,
enroute to Australia.
Having operated through RIMPAC 84 without incident and proving
some surface surveillance capabilities for the ship, the Detachment
disembarked to NAS Nowra on 20 July following the three month
deployment.
The second Kiowa detachment (N17-013) embarked in HMAS
Sydney (Commander Russ Lamb, RAN) on 7 August 1984 – the
Flight Commander and Observer was Lieutenant John “Mini-Mac”
McCormack, the Flight Pilot was Lieutenant Derek Frew and the
FSMS was CPOATWL Chris Fitzgerald; Lieutenant Commander
Leigh Costain, embarked for bridge watchkeeping qualification, was
also qualified to fly the Kiowa. Again, Lieutenant Commander
Dowsing worked up and recommended certifying the ship and
Detachment before departing in Darwin, 10 days later.
Following a successful Asian and Western Australian deployment
including for SANDGROPER 84, the Detachment returned to NAS
Nowra on 22 November. With an Observer (Lieutenant John
McCormack) also included in the Detachment, the tactical
employment of this Kiowa was expanded over that previously.
The Detachments were largely welcomed and integration into the
ships’ companies relatively successful, but there were times,
especially early in deployments, when some “lifting and separating”
was required. It was largely a matter of exposure to the fragility and
risks associated with aviation in the sea-borne environment, the
necessity of all contributing to the outcomes of the ship and finding
the compromise or priority in such situations. A lot was learnt on both
sides of the divide and this was recognised with HMAS Adelaide
taking out the premier Fleet prize (Gloucester Cup) and HC 723
Squadron the premier FAA prize (Collins Trophy) for 1985.
Squirrel Progress
While the Kiowa Detachments in FFGs were progressing the
development of onboard procedures and basic tactics supporting the
ships’ warfighting capabilities, back at HC 723 the training of Squirrel
Flight personnel was proceeding apace for early 1985 embarkations.
First of Class Flight Trials were conducted, procedures publicised
and training syllabii developed – it was a busy period in the
Squadron, AMAFTU, DNAE and SAMR. And, of course, the FFGs
were required for qualifying evolutions.
The first three FFGs delivered from American shipyards in 1980-82
were designated ‘Flight I’ ships, which had a slightly shorter flight
deck with after capstans and bollards at Flight deck level. As such,
these ships had diagonal approach markings and no Recovery and
Securing, Traversing (RAST) system. The previously taught RN
techniques were adjusted to the USN system after the arrival of
HMAS Darwin in 1984 as a ‘Flight III’ ship with its up-the-stern
approach technique, and the conversion of HMA Ships Adelaide,
Canberra and Sydney to this configuration after 1986. HMA Ships
Melbourne and Newcastle were built in Australia to Flight III
configuration, joining the Fleet in 1992 and 1993 respectively.
The first embarkations of the Squirrel Flights in February 1985
marked a significant transition for the Fleet Air Arm. Helicopter
operations were now very much the focus, and the priority was the
instigation of an independent capability provided by a ship’s aircraft
and a combined capability of both assets working in unison. Utility
operations by the Squirrel was relatively easily proven but warfare
capabilities were much harder to demonstrate through a light
helicopter. Nevertheless, the latter was a surprising and successful
outcome due largely to the innovation of these early Squirrel Flights.

Kiowa N17-013 lashed down on deck HMAS Adelaide. HMAS
Parramatta is in the background.

HC 723-Sydney Detachment with N17-013 during workup en-route
to Darwin in August 1984.

HC 723-Adelaide Detachment in Nuku’alofa Harbour on completion
of certification and en-route to RIMPAC 84.

� The Pioneers �
Kiowas, Squirrels and Frigates

Continued on page 7
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Left and Below.
Two rare photographs from Tony Reyne show an AS350 on the
deck of HMAS Moresby. It is unlikely this was part of an official
trail - rather, a tentative look to emphasise the unpracticability of
operating a Squirrel to this ship - the hangar would have required
major modification to fit it.
Although the newer aircraft could have brought greater utility to
the ship, the extensive work that would have been required to
accommodate its larger airframe wasn’t worth it, and more
airframes would have been required. The B206 inventory was still
strongly supported by both Navy and Army, so that type remained
allocated to Moresby until its final decommissioning in 1997.

What is a FOCFT and a SHOL?
Helicopters operating to a ship’s deck must do so within
strict limits to ensure they are within within their safe flying
envelope. To determine these limits a “First of Class Flying
Trial” (FOCFT) is conducted by a Test Pilot to check the
handling of each type of aircraft at various weights and
relative wind speeds across the ship’s deck.
Essentially, the test pilot finds the limits of each
combination of weight and relative wind where full and safe
control of the aircraft can be maintained.
This allows a Ship Helicopter Operating Limit (SHOL) to be
established, which is usually presented as a graph.
Aircrew can quickly determine the safe relative wind speed
and direction over the deck which is acceptable for the
aircraft configuration for that sortie. The SHOL is also
used by Officer of the Watch to establish the correct course
and speed to set the required relative wind over the flight
deck.
An example of a SHOL can be seen on the right.
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Above. Although the Westland Scout was the first RAN
helicopter to have a dedicated Flight at sea (aboard the survey
ship HMAS Moresby) this was custom built for that particular
task. It was the Bell 206B Kiowa (rearmost) and the
Aerospatiele AS350B Squirrel (foreground) that were the
pioneers for modern Flights embedded aboard RAN warships.
Below: HC 723-Adelaide Flight conducting load lifting
between HMA Ships Adelaide and Stalwart.

TYPE COMPARISON IN A NUTSHELL
(Figures vary according to conditions)

Bell 206 B Kiowa Aerospatiale AS350B Squirrel
First Delivered October 1973 February 1984
Decommissioned 2000 December 2017
Length 12.1 m 13 m
Height 2.9 m 3.5m
Max Weight 1450 kg 2100 kg
Rotor Diameter 10.1 m 10.7 m
Cruise Speed 120 knots 120 knots
Range 555 km 555 km
Engine Allison 250C20@ 420hp Aerospatiale Turbomeca Arriel 680 shp
Seats 5 6
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These achievements were no mean feat acknowledging that the
Squirrel was merely a light utility helicopter designed for operation in
the civil environment. Nevertheless, this relatively simple, skidded
aircraft was only modified slightly in Australia for shipboard operations.
It’s excellent semi-rigid rotor head, engine governing system and flight
stability augmentation coupled with a good instrumentation system,
enabled a reasonable day and night SHOL to start its operational
service. Tactical augmentation then occurred through its life-of-type.
Perhaps the greater challenge resided within the FAA and it was the
recognition that the FSMS of these isolated FAA elements were
increasingly responsible for significant maintenance decisions without
easy reference to engineering advice. Developing the training,
protocols and trust associated with these decisions was warily
accepted by the policy Directorate of Naval Air Engineering (DNAE)
and Superintendent of Aviation Maintenance and Repair (SAMR). The
achievements of the early FSMSs was instrumental in the success of
the Squirrel at sea.
HMAS Sydney’s inaugural Squirrel Flight with N22-015 (862) was led
by Lieutenant Ian Sangston who had just completed his AS 350
conversion post his 1984 B206 Detachment in Adelaide. The Flight’s
FSMS was CPOATWL Chris Fitzgerald; Commander Russ Lamb was
still in command of Sydney. Lieutenant Commanders Brett Dowsing
and Geoff Ledger worked up the ship and its Flight over the following
week in the East Australian Exercise Area (EAXA).
HMAS Canberra’s Flight with N22-017 (864) was led by Lieutenant
Mick Galvin (Full BridgeWatch-keeping qualified) with CPOATC Steve
Roberts, the FSMS. The Ship’s Commanding Officer was
Commander Chris Oxenbould, RAN. Lieutenant Commanders Cris
George and Jim Llewellyn conducted the work-up over the same time
as Sydney, in the EAXA.
Both ships were almost totally dedicated to aviation requirements over
the work-ups, which were heavily slewed to night capability
requirements. Both Flights were manned with junior aviators – Sub-
lieutenant Kyle Stutterd in Sydney and Leading Seaman Rick Neville in
Canberra. As such, the early emphasis in the Flights was for utility
tasking and building the ship-helicopter operating procedures and
confidences. As these confidences grew, these early Flights continued
to expand the tactical exploitation of these low-radar profile and civilian-
appearance helicopters.

HC 723-Adelaide Flight in April 1985. L-R rear row: CDRE Neil Ralph,
Flight Commander LCDRMikeGalvin, FSMSCPOATCSteve Roberts with
LCDR Cris George. POA Rick Neville is Centre of front row.

HC 723-Sydney Flight with N22-015 February 1985. L-R rear row:
FSMS CPOATWL Chris Fitzgerald, Flight Commander LEUT Ian
Sangston, Flight Observer SBLT Kyle Stutterd.

On 23 April 1985, HMAS Adelaide’s Flight with N22-013 (860) embarked in the EAXA. Lieutenant Derek Frew (FBWC qualified) was the Flight
Commander; Leading Seaman Josh Tahn was the Aircrewman; and CPOATA Dave Squillari was the FSMS. The Commanding Officer was
Captain Gerry Carwadine, RAN, who had previously embarked a Kiowa Detachment. Again, this Ship and Flight were worked up by Lieutenant
Commanders Brett Dowsing and Geoff Ledger.
Over the remainder of 1985, the three initial Flights were embarked for deployments in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and throughout South East
Asian ports. Major exercises included STARFISH, SANDGROPER and, of course, Fleet Concentration Periods. Back on HC 723 Squadron,
training continued apace, lessons fed back by the Flights were documented, analysed and implemented formally. Importantly, the Squadron was
proactive in injecting a much more professional component in CO/XO designate courses and in higher levels of engagement with the embarking
ships’ command teams. Similarly, Fleet Aviation staff at Maritime Headquarters ramped up their understanding of the policy and procedural
requirements associated with certification and standards appropriate to effective and safe aviation operations in surface combatants.
On 17 January 1986, HMASDarwin’s Flight with N22-017 (864) embarked in the EAXA. The Flight Commander was Lieutenant Stuart Harwood
who was accompanied by Lieutenant Ian “Budgie” Parrott as Flight Observer and CPOATA Marty Mickosh as FSMS. Captain Hec Donohue,
RAN was Darwin’s Commanding Officer. Both the Flight and the ship were worked up by Lieutenant Commander Geoff Ledger. Unfortunately,
while en-route to RIMPAC 86, Lieutenant Harwood suffered an injury during a “Crossing-the-Line”ceremony and was required to return to
Australia for medical care. He was replaced by Lieutenant Steve Nota, USN with his AS 350 conversion completed in the Hawaii environs by
Lieutenant Commander Ledger over the period 26 May – 2 June. Lieutenant Harwood returned to Darwin Flight on 16 September following
Darwin’s return to Australia.

Above: Squirrel 862 hovers over the Flight Deck of HMAS Success whilst HMAS
Sydney proceeds in line astern. The first embarkation of a Squirrel to an FFG
marked a very significant milestone for the Fleet Air Arm, which was set on
putting helicopters on as many small decks as possible but was starting from a
low baseline in terms of expertise and procedures. A significant change was
providing the Flight Senior Maintenance Sailors with the training and authority
to make significant engineering decisions without the benefit of base support.
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Left: Deck handling trials aboard
HMAS Sydney. The Squirrel was never
designed to be a dedicated shipborne
helicopter, so much of how it would
perform was an unknown: would there
be problems moving it around deck?
Would the plastic airframe stand up to
the stresses of ship motion? What deck
limits should be imposed?
In parallel were larger questions of
certification and logistics. Flight
Senior Maintenance Sailors would
become the sign-off authority for the
aircraft, a concept quite foreign to the
old ‘carrier based’ FAA, so both
training and policy frameworks had to
be developed. Logistics needed to be
organised too, with ‘pack away kits’
determined and resourced, and shore
support frameworks built to ensure
essential spares could be dispatched to
remote Flights quickly.
Much of the success of the RAN’s small
ship flight journey was down to the
measured and methodical way they
were implemented: small steps to begin
with.
Below: The first Flight embarked
aboard an FFG in early ‘85, and by the
end of that year two more were put to
sea - a remarkable effort.
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� The Consolidators �
Bedding down the FFG Flights

Left Upper and Middle. The Squirrel quickly became a standard feature
on the Flight Decks of RAN ships and was responsible for not only training
a generation of aircrew and maintainers in small ship Flight operations,
but ships’ companies too. When the S70B Seahawk arrived in 1988 the
ground work was largely done to allow seamless integration of a next-
generation complex helicopter into the Fleet

Left Bottom: HMAS Darwin arriving from the USA in Flight III
configuration having completed First of Class Flying Trials with HC723
Darwin Flight and AMAFTU enroute from Darwin Oct-Nov 1985 with
N22-016.

F rom 1986 through to 1990, AS 350 Flights in the four FFGs were
largely normalised. So, across the fleet of six Squirrels between 2-3
Flights were embarked with the other three aircraft facilitating

training, maintenance and expanding flight envelopes in the FFGs,
Stalwart, Tobruk and Success. Over the same period the three Flight I
FFGs were converted to Flight III configuration.

This same period saw the embarked Squirrel exposed to a raft of new
Commanding Officers, Principal Warfare Officers, Bridge Watch-keepers
and Ships’ Companies. A coterie of aircrew and maintainers experienced
in embarked aviation were generated and there was a steady shift and
enthusiasm to exploit tactical capabilities. This latter aspect was driven by
an increasing number of Flights being manned with Observers. Also
assisting in these developments were the significant numbers of Flight
Commanders who had seamanship qualifications and Commanding
Officers who had undergone PWO training in the Royal Navy with its
advanced experience in embarked helicopter operations from
combatants.

Over this period the Fleet Air Arm was also preparing for the arrival of the
Sikorsky S-70B-2 Seahawk. Personnel had been sent to the USA to test
and evaluate the aircraft, train on it and develop procedures for operating
this purpose- built ASW/ASST capability. Back in Australia, the Seahawk
Integration and Trials Unit (SITU) was raised under the command of
Commander Tony Baker, RAN who was followed by Commander Alex
Wright, RAN. The first Seahawk was delivered to SITU on 3 February
1989 with all sixteen at NAS Nowra prior to HS 816 Squadron
commissioning 23 July 1992.
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B y the middle of 1990 the strategic situation in the Middle
East had deteriorated rapidly and on 2 August Iraq
invaded Kuwait. On 12 August, in response to UN

imposed sanctions on Iraq, the Hawke Government
announced the deployment of HMA Ships Adelaide (Captain
Bill Dovers, RAN), Darwin (Captain Russ Shalders, CSC,
RAN) and Success (Captain Graham Sloper, RAN); the
Commander Task Group 627.4 for Operation DAMASK 1 was
Commodore Don Chalmers, AM, RAN.
Within a few days of this announcement, the ships departed
Sydney and embarked their Squirrel Flights as they proceeded
south-about for their deployment. Also joining the two FFGs
were Seahawks from SITU before the S-70B-2 had even been
accepted into operational service although one had just
returned from trials in Hawaii embarked in HMAS Darwin for
RIMPAC 90.
While the ships were familiar with Squirrel, they were not used
to the more demanding requirements of the Seahawk nor
operating two dissimilar embarked aircraft types. It was a
learning time for all aboard but, with the focus of potential
conflict, skills were honed and accommodation achieved.
For the Squirrels this was arguably the apogee of their thirty
plus years of service in the Fleet Air Arm. The aircraft were
painted in a drab blue-grey, had their pack-up kits augmented
and were equipped with a tripod mount for a General Purpose
Machine Guns (MAG58), a marine satellite navigation system,
encrypted comms and Mode 4 IFF. The Flights were also
equipped with body armour, pistols, night vision stabilised
binoculars, laser protective goggles and emergency egress
bottles.
Enroute during the deployment, the three Squirrels detached
off Albany and flew to RAAF Base Pearce for figment of MAG
58 machine guns and coding devices. They rejoined off Perth
22 August after the ships replenished at Fleet Base West.
TG 627.4 in-chopped for Operation DESERT SHIELD on 3
September 1990 with the Squirrel personnel as follows:
HMAS Adelaide – Flight Commander Lieutenant Lance
Godwin, Observer Lieutenant Darren Jose and FSMS
CPOATA Dutch De Ruiter with N22-015; HMAS Darwin –
Flight Commander Lieutenant Michael Rock, Pilot Lieutenant
Jerry Butler and FSMS CPOATA Tony Emmett with N22-014;
HMAS Success – Flight Commander Lieutenant Andy

� The Warfighters �
Taking the Flights into harm’s way

HC 723-Sydney Flight on Australia Day 1991 immediately before conflict. Second
to fourth rear row from Left are FSMS WO Mum Innes, Flight Commander LEUT
Simon Thorn and Observer LEUT Ralph Illyes.
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Whittaker, Observer Lieutenant Steve Elms and FSMS CPOATWL Geoff
Arnold with N22-017.
The Australian Task Group operated in the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian
Sea although Success later entered the Arabian Gulf. The Squirrel tasking
was primarily directed to surface surveillance and identification associated
with interception operations, and utility tasking. Both day and night flying
were challenging with high ambient temperatures, hazy conditions and the
high number of ships, both naval and merchant, in the area.
HMA Ships Adelaide andDarwin out-chopped from the Area of Operations
on 3 December 1990 after they had handed over to HMA Ships Brisbane
(Captain Chris Ritchie, RAN) and Sydney (Commander Lee Cordner,
RAN). On the same day, Commodore Chris Oxenbould, RAN relieved
Commodore Don Chalmers, RAN as CTG 627.4. Prior to departure for
return passage to Australia, Darwin and Success swopped aircraft due to
upcoming maintenance requirements – N22-014 supporting Success and
N22-017 returning to Australia and disembarking to NAS Nowra on 21
December along with Adelaide’s N22-015.
Similar to her sister ships, Sydney had embarked a Squirrel and Seahawk
Flight on departure from her home-port of Sydney on 12 November. Her
Squirrel Flight Commander was Lieutenant Simon Thorne, Observer
Lieutenant Ralph Illyes and FSMS CPO/WOATC Mum Innes with
N22-013. Interestingly, over this period there were four AS 350 Flights
deployed simultaneously, which really tested the resources and somewhat
impacted training programs at HC 723 Squadron.
On 17 January 1991, Operation DESERT STORM commenced to drive
the Iraqi Forces from Kuwait. The tanker HMAS Westralia (Commander
John Moore, RAN), having loaded fuel in Geelong, departed Fleet Base
West on 16 January arriving in the Area of Operations on 26 January.
While she had a recently fitted Flight deck aft, she had no hanger and
therefore no embarked aircraft. On 23 January, Success out-chopped
from the AO and proceeded to Singapore before arriving in Sydney on 7
March. Her Squirrel Flight disembarked to NAS Nowra after 205 days
deployed.
TG 627.4 was now the second iteration of Operation DAMASK and
concentrated largely in the Arabian Gulf accompanying the four multi-
national battle groups based around the USN carrier groups. It was a very
crowded AO during which the main activities for the Squirrels were search
and identification, mine searching and providing aerial “top cover” during
boarding operations. There was also, of course, the almost constant
communications and utility flights throughout.
Conditions were challenging not only from combat conditions but
environmentally – visibility was often near zero due smog, oil and dirt and
high ambient temperatures impacted engine and rotor performance. In
turn, higher-level and constant maintenance was required to enable aircraft
availability. With the Squirrel’s low-radar cross-section and ready
availability, six-hours’ flying per day was common during this deployment.

Above: The boarding of the “Tadmur” on 8 October 1990. This was in
compliance with the UN mandate to enforce trade sanctions against
Iraq, following that country’s invasion of Kuwait on 02 August. In this
incident the Tadmur had been shadowed by HMS Brazen, working with
HMAS Darwin. Despite repeated requests and warnings the vessel
refused to stop and a decision was made to insert an armed boarding
party of British Royal Marines by fast rope from Brazen’s Lynx
helicopter.
The two coalition warships coordinated the attack. Darwin’s AS350,
crewed by LEUTs Jeremy Butler (P) and Mike Rock (O) established a
hover off the starboard beam to cover the Bridge and forward well deck
with her GPMG. After advising that nothing untoward had been
sighted, the Lynx was called in to insert the boarding party, which was
accomplished in a minute or two. The Squirrel then remained in
position providing observation and GPMG cover.
A search of the vessel revealed illegal cargo and it was diverted to
Muscat, but word was received a day or two later that it had been
mistakenly released, still with its contraband. She was again
apprehended by coalition ships, and only after six tonnes of goods had
been taken off her with the assistance of Adelaide’s Seahawk was she
allowed to proceed to Iraq.
This method of inserting the boarding party became a standard
procedure for Australian FFGs carrying both a Seahawk and Squirrel
helicopter, with the two working together as described above. It meant
the merchant vessel did not need to slow down, and it avoided the risky
evolution of attempting to board via a rope ladder.

These missions tested aircrews with the high traffic density, constantly
being checked and identifying the surface picture, and relaying the
information to “home-plate” or “mother” all the while in a real threat
environment.
Kuwait was liberated on 26 February 1991 and HMAShipsBrisbane and
Sydney out-chopped from the AO on 22 March – they arrived in Sydney
to a tumultuous welcome on 22 April with Sydney’s aircraft returning to
NAS Nowra that day for their own welcome home. HMAS Westralia
returned to Fleet Base West on 9 June.



Three AS 350s ranged in front of B Hangar HC 723
Squadron prior to deployment for Operation DAMASK 1 in
August 1990.

HC 723-Sydney Flight’s N22-013 ready to launch from USS Midway in
March 1991.

TG627.4 hand-over/
take-over formation
with embarked
aircraft overhead – 3
December 1990.

The Sikorsky Seahawk appeared in the fleet just in
time for Operation Damask, with some ships
carrying both the Seahawk and a Squirrel.



� Conclusion �
The Little Helicopter with a Big Heart

F rom the Gulf War through to the retirement of the S-
70B-2 Seahawk in 2017, the RAN maintained a
surface combatant presence in the Middle East AO

continuously. AS 350 Flights continued to be deployed in
FFGs through to Operation DAMASK 6 in 1993 to assist
in enforcing United Nation’s sanctions. The “Plastic
Fantastic” had proven herself as a “Battle Budgie” and,
after being released fromOperation DAMASK duties, was
increasingly deployed in Navy’s other air capable ships
both for training purposes and in support of program
requirements over the remainder of her service life.
Occasional deployments still occurred in FFGs as late as
2005, often in international or humanitarian missions.
As a continued endorsement of her understated
capabilities and in recognition of her invaluable
contribution to Navy’s roles, eight AS 350s were
transferred to HC 723 when the ADF Helicopter Flying
Training School transitioned to Army and Navy
conducting in-Service helicopter conversions in October
2000.
Over the life of the AS 350, Navy did not lose one single
aircraft, a final and most fitting attestation to this
remarkable and beloved helicopter that was acquired as
an interim capability but carved out its own significant
place in the history of the RAN’s Fleet Air Arm. And, of
course, a large tribute needs to be paid to the aircrew and
maintainers who took up the challenges of introducing
and developing the combatant aviation capability, which
provided the bedrock for the Seahawk Flights. Without
their persistence, innovation and enthusiasm, the current
Fleet Air Arm would not be the integral warfighting
capability it is today. The AS 350 Squirrel was never an
“interim” – it proved to be an uplifting turning point in the
Fleet Air Arm and the basis for its future history.

COMING NEXT The Personal Dimension -
individuals’ stories and memories of putting
Flights to sea.
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